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What we offer
Community Lincs is part of YMCA
Lincolnshire and our ethos is
centred around working with
people, giving them the skills,
resources, connections and
confidence to help them deliver a
better future for themselves, the
people they care about and the
communities they live in.

We are working across the county
to develop Good Neighbour
Schemes and have a dedicated and
experienced GNS Team who are
here to guide and support you to set
up a local scheme by providing:
• Initial information
• Organisation and facilitation 		
of community events
• Training
• Community consultation
• Volunteer recruitment
• On-going advice and support
• Fundraising tips
• Planning for sustainability
• Membership to the Lincolnshire
GNS Network

“GNS is one of the best things I
have done in my life, despite
taking considerable effort and
time to organise and manage.
Without Community Lincs our
Good Neighbour Scheme would
not have been organised. Neither
would it have been so confident
and competent. Community Lincs
are our people to go to for support
and information; we would feel lost
without them.”
GNS Volunteer

Everybody Needs Good Neighbours
Good Neighbour Schemes enable
communities to work together
to create an environment where
people feel safe and secure because
they have a genuine connection
with one another and really ensure
that people are at the heart of the
community.
Each Good Neighbour Scheme is
different and responds to the needs
of the community it is based in
but ultimately they are about local
people helping their neighbours.
Each scheme is delivered by groups
of well trained and supported local
volunteers. They can confidently
identify and respond to the needs of
their local communities, providing
day-to-day support for other
residents. Whilst of benefit to the
whole of the community, they are
centred on supporting people who
need both practical and emotional
support.

GNS Service User
“The benefits for myself have been very rewarding - meeting
new people and learning new skills”
GNS Volunteer
Good Neighbour Schemes respond
to the needs of local people by
providing help with activities such
as:
• Visiting, befriending and 		
companionship
• Someone to go to social 		
events with
• Providing transport for 		
appointments, hospital visits 		
or to day centres
• Errands, shopping or collecting
prescriptions
• Household tasks or gardening
• Letter-writing, form-filling or 		
reading
• Giving carers a break
• Dog walking and caring for pets
during holiday or illness

“I couldn’t manage without my Good Neighbours. I have used the service
mainly for transport, but the support and friendship is fantastic. It makes a huge
difference knowing there are people there who really care”
GNS Service User

“Our Good Neighbour Scheme is the best thing to happen
in this area for many a year. It gives me peace of mind that
there is always someone to help with my many regular trips
to various clinics, and I really enjoy the regular visits from my
befriender. Little things such as making telephone calls on my
behalf make such a difference”

“I really like attending the good neighbour coffee mornings;
I have met lots of new people and made friends.”
GNS Service User
“Community Lincs provided the spark that ignited interest
in setting-up our Good Neighbour Scheme and has provided
ongoing support from initial consultation with the local
community through presentations, networking with existing
organisations and co-ordinating a community survey to the
formation of a constituted group with policies, procedures
and a bespoke IT system culminating in a fully operational
scheme. The breadth of support provided has been
particularly impressive.”
GNS Volunteer
“My days are much brighter now that my GNS volunteer visits
me, as I used to be quite lonely. They also help me get to my
hospital appointments, as my family live a long way away”
GNS Service User
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